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Abstrat
Implementation of basi loal Monte-Carlo algorithms on ATI Graphis
Proessing Units (GPU) is investigated. The Ising model and pure SU(2)
gluodynamis simulations are realized with the Compute Abstration Layer
(CAL) of ATI Stream environment using the Metropolis and the heat-bath
algorithms, respetively. We present an analysis of both CAL programming
model and the eieny of the orresponding simulation algorithms on GPU.
In partiular, the signiant performane speed-up of these algorithms in om-
parison with serial exeution is observed.
Keywords: Monte Carlo simulations, parallel omputing, GPGPU
1 Introdution
In reent years designers of graphis hardware start the new onept for games de-
velopers  to aelerate game physis diretly on GPUs and, thus, to relieve less
eient for suh purposes Central Proessor Units (CPUs) of any game physis
omputations. Originally the GPU was the interfae unit between the system and
monitor and has been optimized only for the system memory - video memory data
transferring and for storage of videopages. The next evolutionary step of GPU
was the appearane of graphis aelerators. They were designed for simple and
frequently used video operations (displaement of large bloks of images from one
loation to another on the sreen, lling images, and so on) without muh usage
of CPU. In the early and mid-1990s, CPU-assisted real-time 3D graphis were be-
oming inreasingly ommon in personal omputer and game onsoles, whih in
turn lead to ever-growing ustomer's needs for hardware-aelerated 3D graphis.
Over the past ve years the omputer graphis tehnology has evolved from the
possibility of performing basi mathematial operations on image pixels to General
Purpose Computing on GPU tehnology (GPGPU).
Nowadays GPUs transformed into powerful programmable parallel proessors
providing, in partiular, double-preision oating point support, whih is espe-
ially essential for developing sienti appliations. As an illustrative example,
the peak performane of ATI RV 770 graphis proessors exeeds 1 TFlops for
single-preision operations and is about 250 GFlops for double-preision operations
that is far beyond the performane level of up-to-date high-end multiore CPUs.
Another important issue onerning GPU programming is availability of speial pro-
gramming toolkits aimed at development of non-graphis appliations and allowing
∗
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a programmer to abstrat away from sophistiated graphis appliation interfaes
(APIs). Corresponding tools, ATI Stream SDK and nVidia CUDA (Compute Uni-
ed Devie Arhiteture), an be freely downloaded from oial sites of leading
GPU-makers. No wonder that GPGPU attrats a lot of interest from the sienti
ommunity working in suh areas as astrophysis ([1℄-[6℄), lattie QFT and spin
systems ([7℄-[11℄), numerial analysis of PDE's [12℄, moleular and uid dynamis
et. (see, for instane [13℄ as well as [14℄-[17℄ for further referenes). Although there
exist several reports on the topi, most of them are based on utilization of nVidia's
CUDA toolkit while ATI programming environment seems to be less popular in
the literature. With the present publiation we start our numerial simulations on
GPU with ATI Stream SDK to ll up this gap.
One of the main aims of the present study is to implement existing Monte-Carlo
(MC) algorithms, widely employed for simulations in lattie QFT and spin models,
on GPU and to investigate their eetiveness on suh parallel systems [18℄-[20℄.
Of ourse, one should always keep in mind that eieny of a stohasti proess
is also strongly eeted by autoorrelation times, whih are dierent for dier-
ent simulation shemes. That is, even though some partiular algorithm is badly
parallelized in priniple, as non-loal algorithms like the Wol or Swendsen-Wang
luster algorithm, nevertheless it might be quite eetive in omparison with some
loal algorithm, suh as Metropolis algorithm that suers from large autoorrelation
time in the ritial region (see however Ref. [21℄, where another loal algorithm,
the so-alled worm algorithm, was investigated, that proved to be deprived of this
drawbak). However, we do not study eieny of non-loal updating shemes on
GPU here.
The paper organized as follows. The seond setion ontains the implementation
details for two loal algorithms: the Metropolis and the heat-bath algorithms. In
subsetion 2.1 the ommon program model of GPU-oriented simulation appliation
is desribed. The features of used pseudo-random number generator is presented
in subsetion 2.2. Next subsetion inludes the desription and performane results
of 2d Ising model simulations for Metropolis algorithm on GPU while subsetion
2.4 ontains some details and performane results of SU(2) gluodynamis simula-
tions for heat-bath algorithm. In setion 3 we disuss the obtained performane
results and perspetives for prospetive investigations. A short introdution into
ATI Stream Tehnology is shown in the Appendix A. General information about
ATI RV770 hardware is olleted in the Appendix B. Some basi details of ATI
Stream SDK is outlined in the Appendix C. Finally, in the Appendix D we provide
information on the hardware and software onguration used in our Monte-Carlo
simulations.
2 Implementation
We onsidered 2d Ising model and SU(2) gluodynamis as a perfet tool for testing
various simulation algorithms. In this setion we examine implementation of the
Metropolis and the heat-bath updating algorithms on GPU for these two partiular
models, respetively.
ATI Stream SDK allows to realize the algorithms by two software tools: Brook+
and CAL (for general information see Appendix C). We started to explore the ATI
Stream tehnology with the Brook+, but we found out quikly that its usage does
not allow to write GPGPU appliations in the most eient way. Brook+ is a
very transparent and suitable language for stream programming, but it does not
aord to implement some subtle points, needed for optimal programming on GPU.
In partiular, we employed ompute shader model that provides more exibility for
general purpose GPU omputations. The basi ingredient of the ompute shader is a
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Figure 1: Struture sheme of simulation program.
thread (while pixel shaders operate with pixels), one invoation of a GPU omputing
program (or kernel) orresponding to a single element in the domain of exeution.
All threads initiated by the kernel are omposed in thread groups and, within suh
a group, an ommuniate with eah other via speial hardware unit, Loal Data
Share, assigned to eah SIMD ore. For further details we refer to [33℄ and [34℄.)
The ritial requirement for performane is another essential argument in favor of
the CAL use. The present researh is done with the CAL.
2.1 Program model
Both the Ising model and SU(2) gluodynamis simulations are based on the same
program model. As it is pointed in Appendix C, ATI Stream SDK does not support
the exeution of a kernel from another kernel. So, eah kernel must perform a
omplete operation. All kernels are run by the host program.
Another feature of the employed program model is that all neessary data for
simulations are stored in GPU memory. GPU arries out intermediate ations and
returns the results to host program for nal data handling and output. We avoid
any data transfer during run-time between the host program and kernels to speed-up
the exeution proess.
The struture sheme of simulation program is presented in Fig. 1.
First of all we have to alloate GPU memory. The most onvenient struture
for this is the so-alled global buer, memory spae ontaining the arbitrary address
loations to whih unashed kernel outputs are written. ATI Stream SDK provides
only one global buer per kernel, therefore, all kernels must utilize the same global
buer to store all data. In addition, the memory alloation may be aompanied
by setup of initial values for some internal variables in the global buer. This is
realized by preparing neessary data arrays on host system memory with subsequent
mapping them into global buer.
The next exeution stage is lattie initialization. Two standard initial states may
be produed by the lattie initialization kernels: ordered (old) or disordered (hot)
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onguration. Lattie initialization may be obviously done by host program before
the memory setup kernel, however we arried out full lattie simulation proess
entirely on GPU.
Thermalization and statistis sweeps are almost the same exept for the mea-
suring kernels, whih are not involved in the thermalization proess. The loality of
the examined here algorithms implies, in partiular, that the lattie an be divided
into odd and even sites. To update odd sites, only information from the even site is
neessary and vie versa. Hene, the omplete MC sweep for all lattie requires the
two groups of kernels exeution (to update the odd and even sites, respetively).
In working passes after eah sweep the measuring kernels an be run in order to
measure mirostate parameters (mirostate energy, orrelations, et).
Last stage is the exeution of postprodution kernels (suh as statistial data
handling). Afterwards, the export of all data to the host memory must be done.
2.2 Pseudo-random number generator
In our simulations we employed the 24-bit Marseglia pseudo-random number gen-
erator RANMAR
1
[22℄. Here we used the implementation by James [23℄. The
algorithm is a ombination of a lagged Fibonai generator and a simple arithmeti
sequene for the prime modulus 224−3 = 16777213. The total period of RANMAR
is about 2144 ≈ 2.23× 1043.
The generator must be initialized by two given 5-digit integers (initial seeds),
eah set of whih gives rise to an independent sequene of suient length for an
entire alulation. The seed variables an have values between 0 and 31328 for the
rst variable and 0 and 30081 for the seond variable, respetively. RANMAR an
reate, therefore, 900 million independent subsequenes for dierent initial seeds
with eah subsequene having a length of approximately 1030 random numbers.
The 97 seed values and two osets must be stored in GPU global memory for every
random number generator used in simulations. So, it is reasonably to use a small
number of random number generators, whih is smaller than number of lattie sites
for big latties. As it was mentioned above, every GPU memory ell has four 32-bit
omponents, so it is onvenient also to hoose the total number of generators to be
multiplied by 4.
The generator onsists of two parts: 1) kernel, whih produes the seed numbers
on initial seed values; in fat this kernel is a replia of RMARIN subroutine of James'
version [23℄, and 2) subroutine, whih diretly produes the random numbers. First
part has been exeuted only for initialization, and the seond one has been running
as internal subroutine in all kernels that use random numbers (e.g. initial lattie
equilibration, MC updates). It is not neessary to store generated random numbers
in GPU memory in this ase; suh approah essentially aelerates the run proess.
In both Ising model and SU(2) gluodynamis simulations we used 4 × 8192 =
32768 generators, and their number may be hosen in aordane with the lattie
size. The lowest 10 bits of urrent thread number serve as identier (ID) of random
number generator. It is possible to hange easily the atual number of generators by
seleting any number of lowest bits in the thread ID. This realization allows to start
all generators as independent parallel threads. In our implementation, RANMAR
generators produe integer random numbers, whih are mapped into the interval
(of oating point values) [0; 1) afterwards.
1
A rigorous analysis for a number of parallel pseudo-random generators an be found in [24℄.
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2.3 Metropolis algorithm for GPU 2d Ising model
simulations
2d Ising model, being the simplest and well-studied spin system, is a handy toy-
model for GPU programming experiments. We remind the reader that subjet to
the harater of the updating proedure, all onventional dynami Monte-Carlo
algorithms fall into two ategories: namely, loal and non-loal algorithms. From
the parallel omputing perspetive, former ategory of MC algorithms are usually
the most onvenient to deal with. Indeed, typially the updating sheme in this
ase requires loal information only (e.g. information on lose neighbors for a given
spin in the lattie et.); as a onsequene, all stream proessors work on their
own distint loal data domain of the data with little queuing or synhronization
overheads. On the ontrary, the non-loal algorithms are signiantly harder to
parallelize sine they demand muh data ommuniations for stream proessors
2
,
the feature is espeially unwelome for GPU programming. As it was already noted,
in the present study we are onerned about loal MC update proedures, and the
simplest of them is the Metropolis algorithm. Implementation of the Metropolis
updates on parallel systems presents no diulties sine one an always make use
of standard data deomposition of the lattie onto proessors to ahieve good load
balane. Here we use two-dimensional Ising model to illustrate basi onepts of
GPU parallel programming.
The partition funtion for the Ising model is dened as
Z(β) =
∑
{σ}
exp (−βH), H = −
∑
<i,j>
σiσj (1)
with σi = ±1 being a spin variable at i
th
site of the spin lattie. Here < i, j >
denote the summation over nearest neighbor spins. It is quite natural to represent
Ising spins as 1-bit variables and to store them in registers of the global buer;
in the ase of GPU programming, this gives additional advantage sine it allows
to redue memory fethes as well. The most essential part of the program is the
spin lattie partition. There are several ways to do this. The simplest one is the
hekerboard (or red-blak) partition, where eah stream proessor has just one
spin. All spin lattie is divided into red and blak squares, and all red (resp.,
blak) spins are then proessed in parallel. More eient way is to divide the
system into small squares of some size and to assign eah stream proessor to one
suh square. Besides, one has also to take into aount that the global buer
register is four-omponent. Here we proposed the sheme that very muh resembles
the well-known diret-dual deomposition of a spin lattie; this is shown in Fig.
2. Blak sites of the lattie interat with dual red sites, and are omposed into 4
omponent registers (in the gure it is indiated by gray painted retangles; eah
retangle represents memory organization in the global buer). Similarly, red sites
are olleted in the orresponding red painted retangles and thus stored in global
buer registers. We found that suh lattie organization allows to redue memory
usage and better suites for GPU simulations.
Simulation proess on GPU was performed in the following stages:
1. random number seed array preparation;
2. loading of a hosen initial onguration for the spin lattie in the GPU global
buer;
3. equilibration run using the onventional Metropolis updating;
2
For instane, in luster updating shemes the main omputational task is to take loal informa-
tion (e.g., bond onnetions) and work out global information (i.e., luster of sites). Investigation
of the parallel luster algorithms an be found in [25℄, [26℄.
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Figure 2: Hybrid hekerboard deomposition of the Ising lattie.
4. statistis run;
5. nalization.
These stages are atually ommon for both models (see below). In the ase of
Ising model simulation, the soure ode ontains eight kernels. The rst kernel is
designed for generating seed number arrays, whih are stored in the GPU global
buer and aessible for all remaining kernels. We also dediate a single kernel for
the spin lattie initialization (as usual, it denes hot or old initial onguration).
For equilibration run we use separate kernels to perform even and odd sweeps,
while statisti runs are exeuted with the help of four kernels (two of them are used
for sweeps and measurements, and the other two perform redution operations and
store obtained results for hosen lattie observables in the global memory). In the
present study we onsider lattie of medium size 1024×512 = 524288. In partiular,
we found that it takes about 630 se for 106 lattie updates during equilibration
phase and 730 se. for 106 measurements during statisti run phase.
2.4 SU(2) gluodynamis simulations
In our SU(2) gluodynamis simulations we used the hyperubi lattie Lt × L
3
s
(Lt < Ls) with hypertorus geometry; Lt and Ls are the temporal and the spatial
sizes of the lattie, respetively. It should be noted that implemented algorithm
makes possible to work not only with spatial symmetri latties (L1 = L2 = L3 =
Ls), but also with totally asymmetri latties (L1 6= L2 6= L3 6= Lt).
The total number of lattie sites is Nsites = L1 × L2 × L3 × Lt. As it was
mentioned, we divided whole lattie into 2 parts - odd and even sites. The number
of odd sites is Nvect = Nsites/2, as well as the number of even ones.
The lattie may be initialized by old or hot onguration. There are 2 possi-
bilities for hot initialization to ll lattie with the pseudo-random SU(2) matries:
onstant series (by predened seeds) or random series (by system timer-dependent
random seeds) of pseudo-random numbers. In rst ase every startup proess would
reprodue the same results for every exeution (it is onvenient for debugging pur-
poses).
Standard Wilson one-plaquette ation of the SU(2) lattie gauge theory was
used,
SW = β
∑
x
∑
µ<ν
[
1−
1
2
Tr Uµν(x)
]
; (2)
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Uµν(x) = Uµ(x)Uν (x+ aµˆ)U
†
µ(x+ aνˆ)U
†
ν(x), (3)
where β = 4/g2 is the lattie oupling onstant, g is the bare oupling, Uµ(x) is the
link variable loated on the link leaving the lattie site x in the µ diretion, Uµν(x)
is the ordered produt of the link variables (here and below we omitted the group
indies).
The link variables Uµ(x) are the SU(2) matries and an be deomposed in
terms of the unity, I, and Pauli σj , matries in the olor spae,
Uµ(x) = IU
0
µ(x) + iσjU
j
µ(x). (4)
Eah global buer ell omprises four 32-bit numbers (single preision). Thus,
it is natural to store all omponents of link matries (U0µ(x), U
1
µ(x), U
2
µ(x) and
U3µ(x)) as one ell. For example, if general purpose register is R1 = Uµ(x), then
the omponents of this register are R1.x = U0µ(x), R1.y = U
1
µ(x), R1.z = U
2
µ(x)
and R1.w = U3µ(x).
To update the lattie, heat-bath algorithm with overrelaxation was used [27℄,
[28℄. At every MC iteration we suessively replaed eah lattie link matrix with
Uµ(x)→ U¯µ(x) = wWµ(x), (5)
where
Wµ(x) =
∑
ν (µ<ν)
[
Uν(x)Uµ(x+ aνˆ)U
†
ν(x+ aµˆ) (6)
+U†ν(x− aνˆ)Uµ(x− aνˆ)Uν(x + a(µˆ− νˆ))
]
,
w is a normalization onstant suh that
U¯µ(x) ∈ SU(2). (7)
In order to thermalize the system we passed 1000 MC iterations for every run.
For measuring we used 1000 MC ongurations (separated by 5 updates). MC
proedure ontains four kernels (see Fig. 1):
1. kernel for measuring the value Wµ(x) in eqn.(6) for odd sites;
2. kernel for updating the odd site's links;
3. kernel for measuring the value Wµ(x) in eqn.(6) for even sites;
4. kernel for updating the even site's links.
First two kernels are exeuted sequently for eah µ diretion. After their exeution
last two kernels are started for eah µ diretion. Updating kernels have 8 attempts
per start to modify the link matries.
The run-time parameters, suh as numbers of thermalization and working MC
sweeps, number of link updates per one MC sweep, et., an be easily set up before
exeution.
In our program model eah thread operates only one lattie site. So, the stream
for every kernel has Nvect elements. It is neessary to store Nvect values of Wµ(x)
in global buer during the MC proedure. Odd and even sites used the same region
in global buer for any µ.
Working MC passes ontain the measuring kernels, whih alulate mirostate
energy. All averaging measurements were performed with the double preision.
Every thread in measuring kernel produes two 64-bit values of loal averages (3)
 for spatial and temporal plaquettes, orrespondingly. These values are stored in
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global buer and summed up by so-alled redution kernel, whih dereases the
dimensionality of a stream by folding along one axis. Redution kernel does not
use the GPU power in the best way, beause at last exeution stages less threads
are run than it ould be. Nevertheless, suh kernels must be used to avoid the high
memory onsumption. The nal double-preision values of temporal and spatial
averages are stored in global buer and transferred after all MC sweeps to the host
for postprodution analysis.
4× 83 4× 163 4× 243 4× 323
CPU, se. 30 274 1985 3796
GPU, se. 5.2 17.9 52.8 120.6
GPU utilization 50% 92% 97% 98%
Speed-up, times 5.8 15.3 37.6 31.5
8× 163 8× 243 8× 323
CPU, se. 744 2060 7920
GPU, se. 32.7 102.3 397.4
GPU utilization 95% 98% 99%
Speed-up, times 22.8 20.1 19.9
Table 1: Performane omparison of serial (CPU) and parallel (GPU) MC simulations for
pure SU(2) gluodynamis on some latties.
The performane omparison of serial and parallel MC simulations for dierent
latties is olleted in Table 1. In the rst row the lattie geometry is shown. The
next row ontains the exeution time of Fortran-program, ompiled with the trial
version of Intel Fortran ompiler 11 (last available version) [37℄. The software and
hardware ongurations of simulation mahines are presented in Appendix D. The
exeution time of GPU-oriented program is shown in the third row. The fourth
row omprises perentage of GPU utilization during the program exeution. For
smallest lattie (4×83) this value is low beause of low density of kernel operations in
the whole exeution proess. The total speed-up of parallel (GPU) MC simulations
in omparison with serial (CPU) one is shown in the last row. It an be seen that
for small latties (4× 83, 4× 163) the gain in produtivity is not too high (5.8 and
15.3 times, respetively). But for bigger latties it varies from 19.9 to 37.6 times.
We believe that in full QCD simulations the total speed-up should be muh higher,
beause of big number of arithmeti operations per every MC sweep.
3 Disussion
The main purpose of the present work is, on the one hand, to demonstrate how
MC simulations an be realized on GPU, and, on the other hand, to estimate
performane gain of implemented algorithms with ATI Stream SDK. Here we inves-
tigated two basi loal updating shemes, the Metropolis and heat-bath algorithms,
by example of simplest physial systems (2d Ising and SU(2) gluodynamis, respe-
tively). We found signiant performane inrease of 10 − 50× in GPU numerial
simulations in omparison with their exeution on ontemporary CPUs. The orre-
sponding soure odes an be sent via e-mails by request (see front page for e-mail
addresses).
Let us point out the key features of the implementation presented here. First
of all, it should be noted that we utilized a beta version of ATI Stream SDK, in
partiular, some useful features (suh as LDS) were not realized to the full extent.
For instane, to avoid unstable behavior of the program, we were fored to perform
8
redution via global buer diretly, though, it was more natural to utilize speial
designed hardware unit (LDS) for this purpose. Sine this shortoming might aet
the appliations performane, it is very desirable, therefore, that it will be xed in
future releases of ATI Stream SDK
3
. The other obvious point is that our appliations
an be run on ATI hardware only. However, reently approved standard for Open
Computing Language (OpenCL) will give an opportunity to develop rossplatform
appliations, even for heterogeneous omputational systems (CPUs+GPUs). The
support for this new tehnology is already expeted this year from almost all lead-
ing hardware manufaturers [39℄. As a partiular example, OpenCL was already
inluded in MAC OS X Snow Leopard [40℄. Finally, it should be emphasized that
during the GPU simulations the CPU is atually free, so the data postproessing
may be ombined with the next simulations. Moreover, the programming model al-
lows simultaneously use up to 8 GPU units per host, so up to 8 points (for example,
dierent initial lattie parameters) may be obtained at one run.
One of the main diretions for our future researh is full QCD simulations on
GPU. As known, realization of fermioni setor on the lattie is the most resoure-
intensive task, requiring laborious matrix-algebra omputations (see for reent re-
view Ref. [9℄ and referenes therein). A task of suh kind is espeially welome for
GPU implementation and some disussion of this topi an be already found in the
literature [7℄, [8℄. Indeed, one may expet an essential growth of the performane in
this ase due to high intensity of matrix arithmeti operations in suh simulations
with relatively low memory import-export operations that are the bottlenek for
GPU kernels.
A ATI Stream tehnology overview
ATI Stream tehnology is a set of advaned hardware and software tehnologies that
enable ATI graphis proessors, working in onert with the CPU, to aelerate
appliations beyond just graphis [29℄, [30℄, [31℄.
Figure 3: Generalized struture (left) and simplied blok diagram (right) of the
stream proessor.
A stream is a olletion of data elements of the same type that an be oper-
ated in parallel. A series of operations, whih are applied to eah element in the
stream, are alled stream kernels (or simply kernels). It is possible to run kernel on
some retangular region of the stream (the so-alled domain of exeution). Stream
3
During preparation of this report ATI team released new version of their programming toolkit,
ATI Stream 1.4 beta. We did not test this new version yet.
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Figure 4: Simplied blok diagram of the VLIW thread proessor.
proessor (or GPU) is the hardware, whih an operate the streams and exeute
kernels.
A modern graphis hardware an ontain one or more stream proessors. Dier-
ent stream proessors have dierent harateristis, but follow a similar design pat-
tern. In the Fig. 3 the generalized struture and simplied blok diagram of stream
proessor are presented. Eah stream proessor omprises of numerous thread pro-
essors that are grouped into single-instrution multiply-data (SIMD) engines (see
[30℄ and Fig. 3). Every SIMD engine ontains the loal data share unit (LDS)
aimed to fast transfer data between the thread proessors in a SIMD ore. Thread
proessors ontain stream ores, whih are the fundamental, programmable om-
putational units, responsible for performing integer, single preision oating point,
double preision oating point and transendental operations and the data types
onversation. All thread proessors within a SIMD engine exeute the same in-
strution sequene; dierent SIMD engines an exeute dierent instrutions. Eah
instane of a kernel running on SIMD engine's thread proessor is alled a thread.
The group of threads that are exeuted together is alled a wavefront. The number
of suh threads in wavefront is alled wavefront size. The total exeution time for
the wavefront is determined by the thread with the longest exeution time.
A thread proessor is arranged as a ve-way VLIW proessor (Fig. 4). Up to
ve salar operations an be o-issued in a very long instrution word (VLIW). To
hide latenies due to memory aess and stream ore operations, multiple threads
are interleaved. In a thread proessor, up to four threads an issue four VLIW
instrutions over four yles. Stream ores an exeute single-preision oating
point or integer operations. One of the ve stream ores (T-stream ore) also an
handle transendental operations. Double-preision oating point operations are
proessed by onneting four of the stream ores (exluding the transendental
ore) to perform a single double-preision operation. The thread proessor also
ontains one branh exeution unit to handle branh instrutions.
B General information about ATI RV770 videohip
The most reent ATI Radeon arhiteture RV770 was released on June 25, 2008.
There are several GPUs based on RV770 (HD 4870, HD 4850, et.). The RV770 fea-
tures a 256-bit memory ontroller and is the rst GPU to support GDDR5 memory
(HD 4870 and HD 4870X2 ards are equipped with the GDDR5 memory), whih
possesses a quadruple eetive data transfer rate relative to its physial lok rate
(900 MHz*4=3600 MHz for HD 4870 and HD 4870X2), instead of double as with
GDDR3 memory. The bandwidth of GDDR5 is up to 115 GB/s. All mentioned
GPU ores are produed with the 55 nm fabriation proess.
ATI's RV770 ards may be equipped with the 512, 1024 or 2048MB of memory.
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All mentioned engines are based on the system bus PCI Express 2.0 x16, but also
support PCI Express 1.1 and 1.0a.
The general information about some ATI's RV770 video ards is presented in
Table 2. The last two olumns are the theoretial peak performane in single-
preision oating point operations (in Tops) and thermal design power (TDP),
maximal value desribing the thermal limits of ards (in Watts), respetively.
Model Core Memory Bandwidth Bus width Tops TDP
(MHz) (MHz) (GB/s) (bit) (peak) (W)
HD 4850 625 993 64 256 1.0 110
HD 4870 750 900* 115.2 256 1.2 150
HD 4850X2 2x625 993 2x64 2x256 2.0 230
HD 4870X2 2x750 900* 2x115.2 2x256 2.4 286
Table 2: General information about some ATI's video ards [32℄.
Graphis ards HD 4870X2 and HD 4850X2 have two stream proessors eah,
the remaining RV770 ards have one stream proessor only. Every stream proessor
of RV770 omprises 800 thread proessors that are grouped into 10 SIMD ores (see
[30℄ and Fig. 3). The LDS size for every RV770 SIMD is 16KB. Thread proessors
of RV770 ontain four stream ores and one T-stream ore, whih are also named
ALU.[x,y,z,w℄ and ALU.t, respetively (see Fig. 4). Eah pair of stream ores
(i.e., ALU.x, ALU.y and ALU.z, ALU.w) may be grouped into one 64-bit ALU
for double-preision operations. The RV770 thread proessor may o-issue up to 6
operations (ve arithmetial/logial and one ow ontrol instrution). It also an
perform 1.25 mahine salar operation per lok for eah of 64 data elements.
C ATI Stream SDK overview
There are two main ATI Stream environments, whih are omposed into one om-
plete software development kit:
• ATI Compute Abstration Layer (CAL),
• Brook+.
ATI CAL is a devie library that provides a forward-ompatible interfae to ATI
stream proessors. ATI CAL lets software developers interat with the stream pro-
essors ores at the lowest-level for optimized performane, while maintaining for-
ward ompatibility. ATI CAL is ideal for performane-sensitive developers beause
it minimizes software overhead and provides full-ontrol over hardware-spei fea-
tures that might not be available with higher-level tools.
Brook is the high-level stream programming language for using modern graphis
hardware for non-graphial omputations. Brook+ is AMD's modied Brook open
soure data-parallel C++ ompiler [30℄. Being built on top of ATI CAL, Brook+
soure-to-soure meta-ompiler translates programs into devie-dependent kernels
with the virtual instrution set arhiteture (ISA) [33℄, the so-alled ATI Interme-
diate Language (IL). The generated C++ soure inludes the CPU ode and the
stream proessor devie ode, both of whih are later linked into the exeutable.
Brook+ is a higher-level language that is easier to use, but does not provide all the
funtionality that ATI CAL does.
ATI IL is a pseudo-assembly language that an be used to desribe kernels for
stream proessors [34℄. It is designed for eient generalization of stream proessor
instrutions, so that programs an run on a variety of platforms without having to
be rewritten for eah platform.
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ATI CAL API omprises one or more stream proessors onneted to one or
more CPUs by a high-speed bus. The CPU runs the stream proessor devie driver
program and ontrols the stream proessors by sending ommands using the ATI
CAL API. Stream proessor an read from and write to its own loal stream pro-
essor memory and system memory using PCI Express bus. ATI CAL API exposes
the stream proessors as SIMD array of omputational proessors.
The CAL runtime omprises system initialization and query, devie, ontext and
memory management, program loading and exeution.
In CAL all physial memory bloks alloated by the appliation for the use
in stream kernels are referred to as resoures. These bloks an be alloated as
one-dimensional or as two-dimensional arrays of data. There are several memory
organizing strutures, whih may be used with the CAL kernels: input buers,
output buers, onstant buers, srath buers, global buers. The input buer
an only be read from, not written to. The output buer an only be written to, not
read from. Constant buer is the o-hip memory that ontains onstants. Srath
buer is a variable-sized spae in o-hip memory that stores some of the general
purpose registers (GPRs). The global buer lets appliations read from, and write
to, arbitrary loations of memory. Global buers use a linear memory layout. All
these buers support the following data types: signed or unsigned 32-bit integer,
32-bit oating point (single preision), 64-bit oating point (double preision). A
128-bit address mapped memory spae onsisting of four 32-bit omponents is alled
a register. It is aepted to mark its omponents as .x, .y, .z and .w, respetively. For
double-preision operations the pair of 32-bit omponents are grouped into 64-bit
values (.xy and .zw).
ATI IL is a typeless language - the value in a register has no intrinsi type, it is
simply 32 or 64 bits of data [34℄. Eah mathematial instrution performs a typed
omputation  signed or unsigned integer, oating point, double-preision oating
point  on one or more untyped operands.
Unfortunately, there are some points, whih make the programming on GPU low-
level SDK ompliate. For instane, ATI CAL does not support reursive exeution
of kernels as well as the exeution of a kernel from the other. Also, there are no
runtime debugging tools in ATI CAL. And nally, ATI Stream SDK still has beta
status, whih may implies an ourrene of some ompilation errors.
Another strong point of ATI Stream SDK is the fat that ATI drivers (ATI
Catalyst) from version 8.12 ontain all neessary libraries for stream omputing, so
the ompiled program ould be diretly exeuted on any omputer system equipped
with the ATI Radeon ards without the installation of additional software.
D Used hardware/software onguration
Hardware onguration:
• Ising model: Intel Core 2 Duo CPU E6550  2.33GHz, 4GB RAM memory;
• SU(2): Intel Core 2 Quad CPU Q6600  2.40GHz, 4GB RAM memory.
Graphis ard speiation:
• Graphis ard: AMD/ATI Radeon HD 4850
• GPU model: RV770Pro
• Number of thread proessors: 160 (ombined in 10 SIMD ores)
• Number of loal memory feth units: 40 (4 for eah SIMD ore)
• Engine lok: 625 MHz
• Memory lok: 993MHz (GDDR3 type, eetive memory lok - 1984MHz)
• Memory bus: 256 bit
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• Memory size: 512MB
Software onguration:
• OS: Windows XP SP3 (32-bit)
• Used driver: ATI Catalyst 9.1, [35℄
• MS Visual Studio 2008 Express edition (C++ ompiler), [36℄
• ATI Stream SDK v. 1.3 beta, [38℄
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